BLOOD BIKES EAST CLG DISCLAIMER
I acknowledge that the Group Ride is a voluntary activity in which I am choosing to participate as an
individual and does not form part of a club or supervised activity. I acknowledge that Blood Bikes East CLG
has organised the Group Ride as part of its program of fundraising activities but it does not do so on a
professional basis for profit or reward. I acknowledge that the organisers of the Group Ride do so merely as
conveners in a voluntary capacity and do not have any liability whatsoever or supervisory responsibility to
participants of the Group Ride for so doing.
I acknowledge and accept that motorcycling entails risks up to, and including, property loss, personal injury
and/or death. I am aware of and accept these risks. I accept responsibility for my own safety and that of any
pillion passenger I may carry. I confirm that my motorcycle is fully roadworthy and that I must take care in
my driving not to pose a danger to other road users. I confirm that I carry a motorcycle licence and that I am
fully insured for the class of machine I am in control of and for the carriage of a pillion passenger where
applicable. I hereby assume all of the risks of participating in the Group Ride.
I confirm that I do not suffer from any medical condition or disability that renders me unfit to participate in
the Group Ride and do not have any health related reasons or problems which preclude me from participating.
I acknowledge and accept that Blood Bikes East CLG and its directors, officers, employees, volunteers and
representatives are not responsible for the errors, omissions, acts or failures to act of any party or entity
conducting a specific event or activity on their behalf.
I waive, release and discharge Blood Bikes East CLG and its directors, officers employees, volunteers and
representatives from any and all liability, including but not limited to, liability arising from negligence or fault
for my death, disability, personal injury, property damage, property theft or actions of any kind which may
hereafter occur to me arising from, or related to, participating in the Group Ride, including my traveling to
and from the event or activity.
I confirm that I have read this disclaimer and fully understand its content. I am aware that it includes a release
of liability and I sign in full knowledge of its import and consequences.

Signed (rider):____________________________ Signed (pillion):______________________________

Date:__________/____________/____________

